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Thousands of rail passengers to be hit by 10
PER CENT increase on season tickets
By Paul Milligan
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Rail passengers are set to be hit by inflation-busting increases of 10 per cent on annual season tickets.

July's Retail Price Index (RPI) will be announced on Tuesday and will form the basis of next year's fares. 
Estimates are it will be around 2.7 per cent.

This will produce average fare increases of 5.7 per cent, under the Government's rules which allow train
companies to raise prices three per cent above RPI.

Rail passengers could be hit w ith another big increase on fares, this time as much as 10 per cent

Train companies can push some fares higher than that figure, up 10 per cent for example, by exploiting
a loophole which means it is acceptable as long as they reduce the level of increases on other routes.

What the train companies have done in the past is to raise prices on routes where commuters have no
alternative train services, and put smaller increases on routes where other train companies run
competing timetables.

A 10 per cent rise would see commuters hit hard in major cities across the UK. For example someone
commuting from Brighton to London on the train would see an increase of more than £400 a year, from
£4,020 now to £4,422.

An annual season ticket from Edinburgh to Glasgow would cost an extra £338, up from £3,380 to
£3,718.

A season ticket holder from Reading to London would now pay £4,180 instead of £4,009 at the moment.



Such a steep rise in fares, at a time when household budgets are so tight has inevitably caused great
anger.

Manuel Cortes, leader of the TSSA rail union, said that Transport Secretary Justine Greening 'seems
determined to turn her predecessor Philip Hammond’s flippant remark about rail now being a rich man’s
toy into firm reality'.

He said: 'Passengers already pay 60 per cent of all rail funding through the fares box and now they are
being forced to pay even more. Motorists don’t fund new roads and air passengers don’t fund new
airports. Why are rail passengers being singled out?'

Transport Secretary Justine Greening is trying to get the Treasury to cap the rises to the Retail Price Index plus one
per cent, but her plan seems likely to fail

Anthony Smith, of the Passenger Focus consumer watchdog said: 'With the economy flat-lining and
passengers' belts being further tightened, we would urge the Government to accept that these are
exceptional times and repeat last year's capping of fares at RPI plus one per cent. 

'We also want them to reduce the flexibility train companies have to increase certain routes by more than
the overall average.'

Miss Greening is trying to persuade the Treasury to limit the 2013 rise to RPI plus one per cent, as she
did last year. But it is believed a similar move by the rail industry is unlikely this time.

Greening has defended the rises saying: 'To make life better for passengers, the Coalition Government
is delivering a massive programme of rail improvements.'

She has just announced a £9 billion investment plan in the rail network, which is to be part-funded by
ticket increases.

The Government wants passengers to pay 75 per cent of the investment costs by 2014 compared to 50
per cent two years ago.  

The Department of Transport responded to the story by saying the formula for fares was set out last
year. It said: 'It is a rise of RPI plus one per cent this year and RPI plus three per cent in 2013 and 2014
before returning to RPI plus one cent.' 

WHAT A 10 PER CENT SEASON TICKET INCREASE WOULD MEAN TO YOUR WALLET

Route: Brighton to London

Current price: £4,020. 10% rise: £4,422 up £402 

Edinburgh to Glasgow



Current price: £3,380. 10% rise: £3,718 up £338

Swansea to Cardiff

Current Price: £1,468. 10% rise: £1,614 up £146

Preston to Manchester

Current price: £2,496. 10% rise: £2,745 up £249

Canterbury to London

Current price: £4,588. 10% rise: £5,046 up £458

Northampton to London

Current price: £4,756. 10% rise: £5,231 up £475

York to Leeds

Current Price: £1,972. 10% rise: £2,169 up £197

Reading to London 

Current price: £3,800. 10% rise: £4,180 up £380
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It's time the unions shut up when it came to complaining about increasing fares and realise that they are a big part of the
problem. Well over half of the fare you pay goes towards staff wages, whilst a few pence in each pound actually goes to
the operating companies. Every time they demand massive, above inflation pay rises they are contributing towards these
above inflation fare rises. An average rise of about 6% is actually about the same as the average wage increases they
have demanded this year. They also help to push up costs by their constant demands for "safety" that just lead to more
jobs and money for their members (yet when a member gets sacked for a safety breach they will strike until they are re-
instated).

- Chris, Loughborough, 12/8/2012 14:40
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Train companies HAVE NOT invested anything in rolling stock or track, that's the government. Train operators lease both
they DON'T own them. Ticket price increases WON'T mean more is invested because the revenue goes to the train
operating company and just boosts thier profit they keep 25% of thier total revenue as PROFIT. So why are taxpayers
subsidising train operating companies at the same time as they are putting up fares additional revenue which won't be
spent on improving the service - Just one little cog, Who knows anymore, 12/8/2012 12:54>>>>>>>>>>>>> Even I, Stu
Pidd, know one thing you don't. You're talking out of your backside. Every one of your statements is completely FALSE.

- Stu Pidd, Smarter than the average DM reader, 12/8/2012 14:30
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Perhaps this is to fund the HS2 - which nobody wants, and nobody will be able to afford....? Just a thought

- funnybean, beantown uk, 12/8/2012 14:00
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Train companies HAVE NOT invested anything in rolling stock or track, that's the government. Train operators lease both
they DON'T own them. Ticket price increases WON'T mean more is invested because the revenue goes to the train
operating company and just boosts thier profit they keep 25% of thier total revenue as PROFIT. So why are taxpayers
subsidising train operating companies at the same time as they are putting up fares additional revenue which won't be
spent on improving the service

- Just one little cog, Who knows anymore, 12/8/2012 12:54
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Just another hidden tax. Just before the next election there will be a token tax cut, some fools will be excited by that, not
realising they are getting a tiny slice of what was taken from them back. Until the next budget.

- Keithy, London UK, 12/8/2012 12:27
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In light of the economic situation at the present moment, wouldn't a reduction in fares be more appropriate. This
brainless government continue to throw our money to the EU and couldn't care less for the tax paying workers, fare
increases are never ending and bosses bonuses are forever increasing for failing to deliver a service that is nowhere
near 100%. One wonders how much of the vast profit the rail companies are making is actually ploughed back into
maintaining and/ or upgrading the system, probably very little after they have taken their bonuses from the profits. The
economy in this country will never recover at this rate but the greedy lot with their snouts in the trough don't give a damn
as long as they are getting the oversized salaries and lucrative bonuses and counld't care less who suffers for it.

- DW, Wigan, 12/8/2012 12:22
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umm... "per cent" is one word. PERCENT

- werdna, Italy, 12/8/2012 12:10
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Motorists don’t fund new roads and air passengers don’t fund new airports. Why are rail passengers being singled out?'
What a stupid thing to say if every penny the motorist pays in V.E.D was spent on the roads we would have the best roads
in the world, instead the money motorists pay goes into the big communal pot which pays for everything including rail
subsidies. Yes our rail fares are ridiculously high because like bus companies they only ever think of raising their fares,
instead they should be looking at lower fares and greater numbers, having said that i have little sympathy for a group of
people who want to earn high salaries yet live outside London because A its cheaper and B a nicer environment a sort of
have your cake and eat it scenario.

- mikeman, South Coast, 12/8/2012 10:53
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it is cheaper to live in spain and flly to london than living in Brighton and using the train i wish all commuters would rebel
and refuse to pay the charges they will soon drop the price...need to take a stand NOW

- phil p, slough berkshire, 12/8/2012 10:29
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The Muppets (Mr Cameron & Co) are putting up Rail Fares again & you Wonder Why there is such high Unemployment
in the UK. (people can Not afford to get to Work now). Unless you are a Real Conservative (Wealthy).

- Ingo, E.London, 12/8/2012 10:26
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